A winding number algorithm for closed polygonal paths (not necessarily simple) based on the notion of counting the number of oriented "signed cuts" of the negative x axis by the path is given. The algorithm is justified by a theory of integer-valued analogues of the complex log function. The algorithm is much simpler than those of J. V. Petty [this journal, v. 27, 1973, pp. 333-337] and H. R. P. Ferguson [Notices Amer. Math. Soc, v. 20, 1973, p. A-211] and leads to faster computation.
1. Introduction. J. V. Petty [3] and H. R. P. Ferguson [1] have given computer implemented algorithms for computing winding numbers, based upon complex analysis results and which do not involve inverse trigonometric functions or integral approximation techniques. Petty's algorithm does not involve division and Ferguson's carj be altered slightly to eliminate division. A theory of integer-valued analogues of the complex analytic log function is developed in [2] which yields two quite different approaches to winding numbers and degree theory in general. The simpler one, reported here, cannot be generalized to the higher-dimensional case. The algorithm based on it is much simpler than those of Petty and Ferguson and leads to faster computation. Essentially, the algorithm traverses the path noting the number of times the path cuts the negative jt axis, (-°°, 0), assigning each such cut a plus or minus sign, depending on whether the cut was from above the axis to below or vice versa. The sum of these "signed cuts" is the winding number given by complex function theory.
2. The Theory. Let P be a continuous function on a real closed interval [a, b] into the complex plane C. P is called a path. P is said to be closed if P(a) = P(b). Suppose P is closed and piecewise continuously differentiable. Then, classically, for z0 a point of C not lying in P* = range(F) = {P(t)\a < t < b], the winding number Wp(zQ) of P about z0 is defined as
where cQ is a suitable constant determined by P(a), then we observe that e?^ = P(x)
for x E [a, b] and
Whyburn [4] and others have made use of such "log" functions to define winding numbers. This equivalent definition, used in this paper, obviates the need to employ integrals or impose differentiability requirements on P. Proof. We require a suitable "branch" g of the analytic log function. We can choose g on C0 = C -{0} so that:
(1) e*(*> = z for z E C0.
(2) g is continuous on C0 -(-°°, 0).
Clearly, g(z) + 2iti-h(z) is continuous on C0 -(0, + °°).
where g°P(x) = g(P( Step 1. Set Up = + 1 if bk < 0 and bk+. > 0, and set Up = -1 if bk < 0 and bk+1 > 0, and set i/p = 0 if neither case holds. If Up = 0, go to Step 2, and if Up + 0, go to Step 3.
Step 2. If bk = bk+. = 0 and 0 E [f2fc, ak+l], then QEP* and the process is terminated. Otherwise, set sk = 0 and start the process again at Step 1 with k + 1.
Step 3. SetDet = ak+.bk-akbk+l.
If Det = 0, Q E [zk, zfc+1] QP* and the process is terminated. If Up -Det > 0, [zk, zk+l] contains no point of (-°°, 0) and we set sk = 0. If Up ■ Det < 0, then [zk, zk+i] contains a point of (-°°, 0) and we set sk = -Up.
We then return to Step 1 and start the process again with k + 1.
The Computer Program. A CDC FORTRAN EXTENDED program based
on the algorithm has been tested on a CDC 6600 computer for several examples. The program was compiled at the most commonly used level of optimization and at the highest level of optimization at the installation of the author. (Improvement attained by using the highest level was negligible.) A typical test example, Case 1, consisted of a closed polygonal path P with a turning point string of 37 points and 27,200 points for which the program computed the winding numbers or determined that the points were on P* and the algorithm was not required to be carried The author's algorithm is sensitive to the number of cuts of the jt axis made by the path, whereas Petty's algorithm is sensitive to the number of cuts of both the jt and y axis, especially the y axis. If examples are deliberately constructed to maximize cuts of the jt axis and minimize cuts of the y axis, it is possible to make Petty's program run much faster than the author's. In general, however, if a randomly constructed example is rotated ninety degrees, or the jt and y axis are interchanged, the running time for both programs is little changed. Ferguson's algorithm is equally sensitive to cuts of the x axis and of the y axis. Rotation, etc. of any of the examples tested had negligible effect on the running time of Ferguson's program.
On an IBM 360/65 [3], Petty's program was seven to ten times as fast as a program based upon evaluating a line integral by using antidifferentiation.
All of the points, including the turning points, were Gaussian integers and all computations were done in integer format. Case 1 ran one-half second slower when handled by the author's program written in floating-point format.
